WATER SECTOR
Société Source de Batna
Fesdis Batna, Algeria
Group: Groupe Industriel Attia Salah
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Smiform SR 6 Stretch-blow moulder
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Smiline air and chain conveyors
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monobloc, labeller, inspection systems, electrical
distribution.

lgeria is a country with
unexpected charm.
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two strong points: the Roman ruins
and the spectacular Sahara landscapes
+,2+* 2$+"#(2+"* +,"'#* 4"2.+5* +,2(&-*
to countless archeological sites and
unique natural scenery.
The natural landscape is very varied
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Sahara to be captured by the magic
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territory.
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boundary between the Mediterranean
Sea and the Sahara Desert and creating
a spectacular natural environment
where, nearby ancient Arab villages,
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these mountains is indeed a precious
resource, especially because water
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ancient times in many Algerian regions.
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BETWEEN HISTORY AND NATURE
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Mountains, are the Aures
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by the Société Source de Batna
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1.5 liter size bottles, the Algerian
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the engineering study and installation
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new system includes an SR 6 rotary
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palletizing system. For this project,
SMI has provided the customer with
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various auxiliary equipment such as
the compressor, control systems, etc.
The Société Source de Batna
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the same name, which is highly
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particular chemical composition and
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elderly and pregnant women.
Initially the Algerian company was
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sold to private entrepreneurs. Since

2005, the Société Source de Batna
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industrial Attia Salah group.
The Groupe Industriel Attia Salah,
based in Batna (Algeria), is an
industrial complex operating in the
beverage industry with the production
%/* +,"* S2+(2* ?'("#2$* 82+"#* 2(1* '(*
the construction sector with the
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A new
line
TO INCREASE MARKET
COMPETITIVENESS
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mineral
water
was
designed,
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are the three priority objectives SMI
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the new production plant, which was
added to other SMI machines already
in operation in the Algerian bottling
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and a handle applicator.
In the “system engineering” study
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presented an integrated solution
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SMI-produced advanced technology
machines
and
some
systems
implemented by selected and reliable
partners.
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to
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this project, which will allow Batna
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highlighted the need to be able to

Batna
water is widely
appreciated for
its taste and
for its lightness,
as well as for
its digestive
properties

BATNA ... WHERE TO SLEEP TONIGHT!
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although most historians agree that it is a mixed Arab-Berber word that can
be translated as “where to sleep tonight”.
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Initially, the city was called “Nouvelle Lambese” but a year later it was
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Atlas Mountains, so well hidden that the Romans themselves were unable to
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Eastern and Western architecture, all imbued with the local style. Batna is
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production systems that would be

uninterrupted and linear production
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All the machines supplied by SMI in
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4%++$"* %/* -+'$$* ?'("#2$* 82+"#3* 8,'$"*
the new bottling line supplied by SMI

@26&"#*+%*+,"*@2$$"+'K'()*-5-+"?3*2#"*
equipped with an automation and

will process 0.33 – 0.5 – 1 and 1.5
$'+"#*EF;*4%++$"-*%/*-+'$$*2(1*-@2#&$'()*

control system.
This
system

mineral water.
In addition to all the machines that

coordinates

the

?%!"?"(+-* 2(1* /.(6+'%(-* %/* "26,*
line, in such a way as to create
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the machines in the line and an

?2&"* .@* +,"* ("8* @#%1.6+'%(* @$2(+3*
C0D* ,2-* 2$-%* 1"-')("1* +,"* -,2@"* %/*
+,"*EF;*4%++$"-*/%#*4%++$'()*-@2#&$'()*
water.

LINE MANAGEMENT
AND AUTOMATION:
HOW TO OPTIMIZE THE SYSTEM
;,"*2.+%?2+'%(*2(1*6%(+#%$*-5-+"?*%/*+,"*6%?@$"+"*$'("*@#%!'1"1*45*
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production requirements, SMITEC has designed and assembled a
+"6,(%$%)'62$$5* 21!2(6"1* ,2#182#"a-%/+82#"* '(+")#2+"1* -5-+"?3*
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in the line and which incorporates, in a single control station, both
the PC that controls the conveyor belts and the man-machine multi$2().2)"*'(+"#/26"*"W.'@@"1*8'+,*2*+%.6,*-6#""(*2(1*-'?@$"*2(1*.-"#H
/#'"(1$5*/.(6+'%(*&"5-A*
With its compact size, this control station can also be placed in the
@#%1.6+'%(*-5-+"?V-*?%-+*-+#2+")'6*@%'(+A

At the top
From the left: Emanuele Leggeri, SMI
Service Area Manager; Fouad Attia, Société
Source de Batna Production Manager; El
Hassane Taaissat, SMI Sales Area Manager
and Lamine Zerghina, Société Source de
Batna Technical Manager.

Above
Salah Attia, Société Source de Batna
Chairman and CEO.
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INSTALLATION / Source de Batna

Turnkey PLANTS
THE SOLUTION OFFERED BY SMI
atna mineral water is bottled
into 0.33 – 0.5 - 1 and 1.5 liter
cylindrical PET bottles by a
?%(%4$%6* +,2+* #'(-"-3* /'$$-* 2(1* 62@-*
the bottles that are produced by the
C?'/%#?*CO*[*-+#"+6,H4$%8*?%.$1"#A
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Once labeled, the bottles enter a
C?'/$"T'* LCM* GIN* -,#'(&8#2@@"#* +,2+*
@26&-*+,"?*'(*-,#'(&*/'$?*%($5A*
;,"*@26&-*$"2!'()*+,"*@26&"#*2#"*+,"(*
6%(!"5"1* +%* 2* C?'@26&* d:* =>* ,2(1$"*
applicator, which applies a handle to
+,"*@26&-*'(*+,"*GT<*6%$$2+'%(*X-'T*>AI3*
1 and 1.5 liter bottles) but lets those
in the 4x3 collation (twelve 0.33 liter
bottles) pass without applying the
handle.
:+* +,"* "(1* %/* +,"* $'("3* 2(* 2.+%?2+'6*
Smipal APS 3050P palletizing system
palletizes the previously produced
@26&-* '(* J>>>TJ<>>* ??* @2$$"+-*

and inserts a cardboard interlayer
4"+8""(* %("* $25"#* 2(1* 2(%+,"#* %/*
each pallet.
:$$* C0D* ?26,'("-* 2#"* ?2(./26+.#"1*
using high quality materials that
ensure operational reliability and
durability.
;,"*.-"*%/*8"2#*#"-'-+2(+*6%?@%("(+-*
also
reduces
cleaning
and
maintenance, thus cutting overall
management costs.
The Smiline conveyor belts,
which
move
the
loose
6%(+2'("#-*2(1*/'('-,"1*@26&-3*
allow the production cycle to
run smoothly and steadily,
21R.-+'()* '+-* /$%8* +%* ?""+*
customer requirements.
The complete solution
@#%!'1"1* 45* C0D* ?2&"-*
.-"*
%/*
+,"*
$2+"-+*
generation
automation
and control system that,
combined with the use
%/* -%@,'-+'62+"1* -"(-%#-3*
allows to maintain high
$"!"$-*
%/*
%@"#2+'()*
"//'6'"(65* 1.#'()* +,"*
entire production cycle.
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